Boosting native promoter activities with non-adjacent response-element multimers.
Effective gene therapy requires regulated gene expression and vector safety. We developed a strategy to exponentially increase native promoter activity while retaining inherent regulation by inserting multi-copy response elements (REs) into non-adjacent locations. For the hepatocyte nuclear factor (HNF) 4α-dependent Hnf1a (MODY3) gene, HNF4α stimulation increased from 5- to 90-fold by inserting 3 additional HNF4α REs (H4REs). Constructing a promoter with two 4xH4REs 0.25kb apart by duplicating the 4xH4RE fragment increased stimulation to >1000-fold. HNF4α-induced protein expression by the duplicate 4xH4RE Hnf1a promoter was comparable to a viral promoter. Converting the two Apolipoprotein C3 (ApoC3) H4REs spaced 0.61kb apart to 4xH4REs achieved a similar result. Increasing spacing to 2.1kb with non-promoter DNA abolished the augmentation. Finally, converting the HNF1α RE of the HNF4A (MODY1) P2 promoter to 4xH1RE and adding a second 4xH1RE 0.84kb upstream increased HNF1α stimulation from 26- to >200-fold. Deleting intervening DNA to produce 0.23-kb spacing increased stimulation to >500-fold. Spaced multi-copy RE motifs is a novel strategy for engineering promoters that boosts activity far beyond other techniques. Augmentation of three promoters suggests that this approach is potentially applicable to other promoters for gene therapy and might obviate the need for viral promoters.